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Sarah Day’s most recent poetry collection Tempo, shortlisted for the 2014 Prime Minister’s 

Literary Awards, is a book about time and motion, but the many aspects of this underlying 

theme are intertwined, like tree roots, and not so easily separated. The contents list is little 

help here, undivided, as it is, into sections which might indicate progression. Perhaps that is 

the whole point. Topics recur, the landscape moves from past to present and future, not 

necessarily in that order, and we are left to find our own way through the many significant 

moments. 

The opening poem, ‘El Iskandariya’, and ‘In Time, Pompeii’ create the groundwork for 

excavating the past. When marsh birds ‘devour the barley flour’ set out to mark Alexandria’s 

city boundaries the soothsayers, with a different perspective, see it as ‘a message in the 

darkened air / the future city would be blessed with plenty’. This incident in turn is symbolic 

of a greater loss: ‘− all gone // as ominous flocks eclipsed the light; lost too / the traffic of 

ideas from the known world / to those deep harbours’. And then in ‘In Time, Pompeii’, in a 

scene reminiscent of Breughel’s masterpieces, or Auden’s recreation of them: 

The indiscriminate moment 

surrendered through time:    

this is how it was that hour, 

life’s day to day miscellany − 

the mule-driver’s mind on his load, 

his sacks of flour or rolls of cloth. 



 
 

Now, as then,  

Cupid rides a crab and parrots dine with doves. 

Coming between these two poems, ‘New Year’s Eve’, in rhyming iambic pentameters, seems 

somewhat lightweight and badly placed.  However, its wry irony needs to be appreciated in 

order to see it as another kind of comment on the past, that we can be viewed from a different 

vantage point than our own: ‘A view from elsewhere in our galaxy / could show how we 

appear from the outside’. As such, for all our gathered knowledge, we are progressing 

nowhere, except in circles, ‘as round about the sun we go again / like travellers that don't get 

off the train’.  

More moving is the unrhymed sequence ‘Glover in Paradise’, reliant on the power of 

words and images to convey its message. When the artist John Glover arrived in Tasmania, 

‘Europe’s / umbra lay a five month’s sail away / from this all-seeing avatar, the noonday sun’ 

and he ‘resolved to read / the spaces rather than / the salient features of this foreign land’. 

Arriving at the end of the blackest period in Tasmanian history, with the ongoing 

dispossession, starvation and death of the Aboriginal people, Glover first painted his artworks 

with nostalgia for an Arcadian past, until ‘With failing eyesight he began to see / there had 

been flaws in Paradise’. And so, concludes Day: 

As if erasing every autograph 

and every painted layer of his life, 

he peeled back Europe’s blackened foregrounds first, 

yellow’s lamina of copal varnish 

the scorn of the Academy; the voyage; 

the palette of Van Diemen's light came last.... 

In ‘Old Roads’, while not wanting ‘this poem / to read as a litany of nostalgia’, the speaker 

recalls the serendipity of old ways and an Aboriginal past: 

A line is drawn 

through thirty thousand years 

of riverbank life: carbon relics 

of old cooking fires, crustaceous meals, 

remains of flinty cutting tool and spearhead. 

…  



 
 

you know the shape and texture of 

the land you travel through. 

Two other fine poems strike a chord in regard to their contributions to eco-poetics and 

awareness of the effects of climate change. The first of these is ‘Shadow Trees’, which ‘arrive 

in handcarts / and on the backs of trucks’ from the City Council, ‘sylvan stencils on bitumen’, 

replacing an absence of naturally occurring trees: 

Like the dead, 

they stand among us on the streets, 

patterning our hands, our feet and faces. 

Like wood and chlorophyll they bend 

and reconfigure in the wind. 

Having published poems myself on the plight of bees and other wild creatures, I am 

heartfelt in response to ‘The New World Book of Detail’. ‘It's July though, not October! / 

Where has winter gone this year?’ asks Day, looking at the change to the seasons and the 

resultant chaos: 

Between his thumb and index finger, 

the beekeeper plucks a fallen bee 

from the grass, returns it to the hive 

of collective frenzy which is sweet, aromatic order; 

wonders what the bees know of their future 

and whether prescience measures the invisible   

furthest from barn and hearth − 

in the birds of the air, the scaled and finned, 

the brittle world of ant and beetle underneath his feet. 

 

 

In a way, John Upton’s first published collection of poetry also deals with time and its erratic 

passage, displaying many of the same skills and talents that have informed his playwriting 

career. The title, Embracing the Razor, is taken from a poem of the same name on the topic of 

eye surgery. It is also a most apt title for the volume as a whole, encapsulating Upton’s poetic 

style and his approach to the subject matter, a knife-edge taken to the unbearable and the 

mundane, with (usually) a restoration of bodily harmony. 



 
 

The beginning of the poem is ominous, threatening: 

The man with the raised razor is our friend, my love. 

His intention is intricate, he’ll slice across 

the meadow of my cornea, where light 

showers in and weds you to my retina. 

It continues, now detailing the process with the fears of the protagonist:    

                                                          He’ll slip my vision out 

         and replace the living tissue with a piece 

         of manufactured plastic, with a use-by 

         ten years hence. 

Then, with the kind of volte-face and summary last line we will learn to expect from this poet, 

the persona capitulates: ‘And it shall sharpen you. / I’m told I love this science. I think I do’.         

The collection is divided into four sections, ‘Grief’, ‘Embracing the Razor’, 

‘Destinations’, and ‘Rhymes and Rhizomes’. ‘Grief’, a saga of grieving over the death of a 

loved one, offers some of the finest poems in the book, all alleviated by an off-beat sense of 

humour and a need to mourn without conventional forms of mourning. ‘ICU’ (with perhaps a 

pun on the title) is a poem of restrained emotion, conveyed in the realism of detail: ‘bed, 

ventilator, ECG, all centred / on your wife, invaded by pneumonia. / Somehow you've reached 

the soul’.   

‘Morphine Around Midnight’ is another poem in which emotion is hidden beneath 

precise description, but pushes itself to the fore through juxtaposed images and recollections: 

‘The memory now is packed in coded phrases / the nurse won’t understand, but you will, in 

there / in your morphine overcoat’. The persona is plagued with feelings of guilt and 

responsibility: ‘I need to make calls, / feed the cat’. In later poems, the cat becomes a 

correlative for these displaced emotions, and for ‘reassurance that I’m needed / in these empty 

rooms’. The stark ending of ‘Morphine Around Midnight’ (‘“How long?” “Not long”./ One 

hour, five minutes’) bespeaks a litany of suffering. Likewise, in ‘Silence’, the return home 

alone is dealt with in terse but poignant lines: ‘Arriving, I’ve closed the door, the room is 

unaware’; ‘I chat with the electric jug’; ‘plumbing silence for its solitude’. 

The ironic and witty ‘Paperwork’ is one of the most moving poems in this section, as the 

application form to bury the poet's wife beside her parents is lost: 



 
 

                                   The telephone receiver 

in my hand has a zapping quality, a distancing 

effect, that in the middle of my losing you 

they've lost you. 

Then there are the ashes to be dealt with: ‘You came back home with me in bridal white, / 

white as polystyrene. For four months, / you waited on the lowboy...’. In the final poem, 

‘Ashes to Ashes’, the poet again communes with his dead partner: 

You’ve lain in that polystyrene box at home, 

clunky and square, while you and I discussed 

your future. Confinement was the issue: 

… 

But we both know polystyrene is a visitor, 

transitional. I understand this garden 

is a betrayal, but a small one, surely. 

Before the deliberately mundane conclusion that accompanies such sites of mourning, we are 

offered a symbolic moment of understanding: ‘There’s a separate box, a compartment / 

something like this cylinder, / inside me, where all this lives’. 

Having dealt in such detail with this important section of Embracing the Razor, word 

limitations leave me with little room to discuss the rest. Interestingly, the subject of these 

early poems is not dead, but survives in memory throughout other incidents in the collection 

(e.g. ‘An Extra Day in Split’). The time-line in sections two and three, while largely 

retrospective, is interwoven with perceptions connecting it to the present. 

Travel poems can be somewhat problematic. Upton, however, injects humorous one-

liners into the mix (‘A taxi driver rescues us and robs us’), and strong concluding punch lines 

that place each experience firmly in perspective. In ‘Dream Fellini’, for example, he is self-

mocking and undercuts the tourist experience, while validating what is learnt: 

In an agnostic age, the certainty of a ruin 

generates a Lourdes for unbelievers. 

…   In these huge caverns, 

the soul can nail down phrases of eternity, 

but not full sentences.                       



 
 

‘Taj Mahal 2’ seems to echo the poet’s inner turmoil: 

You’re walking inside the head 

of a man who has lost his wife, and who honours her. 

The white dome of his skull 

is a tumult like a railway 

station, people yelling, guides blowing 

whistles that shriek like trains, the sound 

reverberating from the walls and roof in a roar 

that drowns the world. 

But it’s ‘Nagasaki Rain’, with its sense of what is lost, that stays in the memory: 

Silence is always audible through the noise, 

it’s your watching soul 

disturbed. The buzzing city is a laminate 

pressed upon awful stillness. You arrive 

among a Ninja whispering of rain 

… 

What do you do when you’re bombed back to the Stone Age? 

You bury and rebuild, and learn to love 

baseball. Now, in the silent lobby, waiting 

for the bus, you’re thinking it could be 

yesterday, or Nineteen Forty-five, serene, 

two minutes past eleven. 


